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The Business of Social Media With JWE
By Tammy Mark
In the late days of September before entering the respite of the High Holy Days,
Jewish women were hard at work. Attendees of the JWE Social Media Summit were
no exception, and while many were also
likely running through endless to-do lists
in their heads, most of their day was spent
focused on learning new ways to build
their online brands and businesses.
The Jewish Woman Entrepreneur organization, JWE, was established to help
empower Jewish women in business and
support them in their journeys. JWE was
founded by Chaya Appel-Fishman In 2011,
a young entrepreneur who recognized
that starting a business was daunting for
many women, especially for observant
women who faced additional hurdles in
the workspace.
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While so many women have the ideas
and initiative to get a business up and running, a lack of formal business training can
leave them stalled as they encounter the
inevitable roadblocks. JWE is hoping to fill
some of the gaps in knowledge. Aside from
the larger general conference held this past
May, the JWE runs smaller industry-specific events throughout the year. With social
media being a very relevant component of
branding, marketing and growing a business today, JWE realized that it may be a
tool that many aren’t yet familiar or comfortable with.
The summit featured workshops and
lessons that were valuable for both service- and product-based businesses. The expert lineup included some of the women
behind the most popular Jewish-run social
media accounts and successful online businesses. Some are public names and familiar
faces, some have pseudonyms, while others stay completely behind the scenes and
utilize written content or product images
only to promote their businesses. Presenters covered platforms such as image-based
Instagram and the more content-based and
business-focused platform of LinkedIn—
yet also explained the value and flexibility
of all media.
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collaboration and cross-promoTo balance a day of intense
tion. Many of the experts, such
workshops, bloggers Frumee
as Santer, work with products
Taubenfeld and Hassidic Hipand content that are not specifster Girl were called upon to MC
ic to the Jewish market and exand entertain the crowd and inplored how to navigate differtroduce the skillful presenters.
ent demographics.
Throughout the day, speakers
While the summit focused
and panelists from all fields, emon the importance of online enploying a variety of styles and
gagement, chef and media permethods, shared their best adsonality Naomi Nachman emvice. Most of the lessons boiled
phasized the importance of
down to doing what is comface-to-face networking and
fortable and finding one’s own
shared her best tips, which were
voice or the brand’s unique foundoubtedly practiced throughcus. The overarching message
out the day. Attendees had severwas to recognize the value of
al chances to network and went
establishing and maintaining a Gitty Berger, Shevi Samet, Rachel Tuchman, Shimi Adar, Charlene
home armed with new skills
brand’s online presence in order Aminoﬀ, Danielle Renov. CREDIT: ESTY B PHOTOGRAPHY
and new connections—as well
to compete in the modern maras with gift bags from generous
ketplace.
women-owned businesses, inEvent coordinator Abbey
cluding some Yom Tov jewelry
Wolin, an artist, entrepreneur
courtesy of Bitz of Glitz.
and now business coach, has
As the event was but a few
been involved with JWE since
days before Rosh Hashanah,
its early days. Wolin likens a
the program concluded with
new business to a baby and
a spiritual vibe and some imexplains that everything you
portant messages. Shimi Adar;
do has to come from the heart
Charlene Aminoff of Gali’s Couwith love, and always with a
ture Wigs; Gitty Berger; educastrong focus on empathy and
tor Shevi Samet; and mental
authenticity. Wolin chatted
health expert Rachel Tuchman,
with Elizabeth Sutton, a fellow
LMHC, women who are known
artist who has been showcasfor spreading positivity and ining her vibrant designs on Inspiration online, shared how
stagram as she documents the Breezy Schwartz, Michal Weinstein, Melissa Lovy, Annette Cohen,
Eliana Ladenheim, Esther Santer. CREDIT: SARAH PODOLSKI PHOTOGRAPHY
they balance having a strong
building of her lifestyle brand.
The first panel was moderated by online public presence with having a famSutton advised new business owners to
structure their businesses for growth from food blogger and wellness coach Melin- ily, and how they grow businesses withthe outset, and laid out the intentional da Strauss, with the specific focus of how out compromising themselves. Many of
steps she took to help her business grow. to use social media to grow business, fea- these women also utilize their platforms
As focused as she is on business, Sutton turing marketing expert Chaya Fischman, to share Torah and other meaningful mesexplained how she also lends her time and “Between Carpools” author Leah Schapi- sages. With the growing knowledge of the
talent towards charities, and reminds oth- ra, Galit Winer of Kidichic and Judaic art- potential downside and dangers of social
ers to do the same. “Even if you can’t al- ist Yaeli Vogel. Vogel admits she was at first media, having the chance to hear about
ways be helping others, you can’t only be reticent to join the social media world but the positive ways to utilize the tool was
quickly realized it was part of running a essential.
helping yourself.”
Berger explained how she has impleWhile the conference was geared to- business, and now shares her work and her
wards two tracks, influencers and small creative process. “Social media becomes mented a family rule of no phones in the
business owners, the information was de- your virtual storefront. When you check in bedroom. Motivational speaker and simlivered seamlessly—at times in separate and post every day, you are saying that you cha dancer Adar encourages others to take
breaks from both work and social mesessions and at times addressing univer- are open for business.”
Danielle Renov of Peas, Love and Car- dia with her mantra of “drop the phone,”
sal topics such as maintaining integrity
and authenticity. Presenters discussed cus- rots moderated the next panel on the ben- which stresses the importance of spendtomer engagement, responding to messag- efits of collaboration. “Influencers” and ing focused quality time with loved ones.
es, ways to grow email marketing lists and business owners discussed best practic- She adds, “If we’re so busy comparing with
how to generally get people interested and es for putting together a clear agreement our peers we’re taking precious time from
with reasonable expectations for both working on ourselves.”
talking about your brand.
parties and maintaining ethAfter a full day of intense focus on honical standards throughout ing those entrepreneurial skills, Renov,
the process. Panelists Esther who shares recipes as well as her personSanter, Eishestyle, Breezy al journey with her followers, closed with
Schwartz, Michal Wein- words of Torah. Renov read from the Tomer
stein, Esteezonline and jew- Devorah and explained that the Torah has
eler Melissa Lovy offered ad- many lessons to teach us on how to behave
vice from both sides of the in real life and online by balancing the atequation and explained the tributes of beauty, mercy and truth.
benefits of hiring someAminoff, a sought-out inspirational
one else to tell the story of speaker and entrepreneur, sent the women
your product. Schwartz and off with the most apropos reminder. “Do
Weinstein, regular JWE con- your hishtadlut—take in everything you’ve
tributors, longtime business learned here today,” she encouraged. “Howowners and social media ever, at the end of the day, Hashem deterJWE Program Coordinator Abbey Wolin, Alyssa Goldwater,
mavens, discussed the value of mines your success.”
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